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While speculation abounds and scare tactics surface every now and then, 

details are scant about the state’s plan to prescribe SA’s pension funds, 

there are, however, options each investor should consider to protect their 

retirement benefits. 

Anyone 55 years of age and older, could potentially retire from their  

retirement annuities, preservation, provident or pension fund (depending 

on the rules of the fund), draw a lump sum and convert a portion to a  

living annuity. In so doing, an investor can protect his/her savings, 

converting pre-retirement products governed by Regulation 28 to a post-

retirement living annuity.  

 

Once converted to a living annuity the investor has full flexibility with  

regards to asset allocation without any interference from government. 

This allows the investor the freedom to invest their tax-free and or after-

tax lump sum wherever they choose, without being subject to prescrip-

tion or Regulation 28. 

 

But how high is the probability of prescription? Especially for investors 

not yet 55 who are locked into their retirement benefits until then? 

 

The ruling party’s 2019 manifesto refers to prescribed assets – the propor-

tion of financial institutions’ resources that would be assigned to socially 

productive assets – as a key priority. 

By Brian Butchart,  Managing Director and CFP®, Brenthurst Wealth Management 
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THE EASIEST WAY TO DO THIS IS TO CHANGE 

REGULATION 28, CURRENTLY GOVERNING ALL 

PRE-RETIREMENT PRODUCTS SUCH AS PENSION, 

PROVIDENT, PRESERVATION FUNDS AND RETIRE-

MENT ANNUITIES. 

 

The most important limitations of Regulation 28 

in its current form are equities 75%, listed  

property 25%, offshore assets 30% and alterna-

tive assets 10%.   

 

If prescribed assets are implemented, it could 

become government policy for the local pension 

fund industry to invest a portion of its more than 

R4 trillion in assets into state-owned enterprises 

that have social and economic development man-

dates like Eskom and Transnet. 

 

If pushed ahead, Regulation 28 will be altered, 

forcing asset managers with Regulation 28-compliant 

mandates across retirement assets to buy a certain 

amount of government institutional bonds.  

 

The fact that this will be at higher yields, could 

soften the blow, and most South African pension 

funds currently have some exposure to govern-

ment bonds anyway. 

 

But constant bailouts of these government-run 

institutions, and state capture revelations have 

 created much uncertainty, even concern in the 

market, especially around prescribed asset  

requirements that could force all fund managers to 

invest in government-approved instruments,  

regardless of the underlying economic circum-

stances of the underlying entities. 

 

The concern is understandable, the country has 
burnt its fingers with similar policies before.  
Prescribed assets were first introduced in South 
Africa in 1956 by the National Party when pension 
funds were required to invest more than half of 
their assets into state bonds. 
  

The Prudential Investment Guidelines during that 

time required that 53% of retirement fund assets, 

33% of assets of long-term insurance companies 

and 75% of the Public Investment Commission-

ers’ (now Public Investment Corporation (PIC)) 

managed assets to be invested into government 

and SOE bonds. And In 1977, the stipulation was as 

high as 77%. If the ANC institutes similar alloca-

tions, this poses a massive risk to retirement mem-

bers savings. 

 

Regulation 28 was imposed to protect retirement 

benefits from excessive risk. Prescribed assets as 

proposed go against the intention of this prevailing 

legislation and the requirements of retirement 

fund trustees. Trustees have a fiduciary duty to act 

in the best interests of members and prescribed 

assets will limit the extent to which they can 

‘safeguard and grow member benefits.’ 

 

Regulation 28 is only applicable to pre-retirement 

funds – so any changes would not give government 

access to discretionary assets or post-retirement 

products such as living annuities. Although this too 

could change, though it’s unlikely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There’s no need to panic, but perhaps a critical 

discussion with a financial advisor, especially for 

those over the age of 55 (qualifying age for most 

pension benefits) and the potential impact on 

your retirement funds, depending on how gov-

ernment intends to implement prescription is 

necessary. 
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As it stands now, the plan for prescribed assets have been proposed – but not yet formalised. It will, 

however, only be regulation and not an Act of Parliament so it could be realised sooner than later. 

 

Although Enoch Godongwana, head of economic transformation for the ANC recently stated the party 

has not made a decision on the prescribed assets proposal, he indicated the importance of directing SA’s 

domestic savings to achieve developmental goals. Among those goals would be growth, employment and 

transforming the economy to reflect the demographics of the country. 

 

President Cyril Ramaphosa also recently stated in parliament: “Our resources are now depleted.” 

The state is broke, looking for solutions and eyeing your pension! 

 

The advisory and asset management industries, as well as various lobby-groups, are voicing their opin-

ions on the proposals, intentions and potential impact of prescription to oppose any such moves. 

 

BE PROACTIVE AND SEEK ADVICE FROM A FINANCIAL ADVISOR IN ORDER TO DISCUSS HOW 

BEST TO PROTECT YOUR RETIREMENT BENEFITS.  
 

CONSULT ANY OF BRENTHURST’S FOURTEEN HIGHLY-QUALIFIED INVESTMENT ADVISORS  
WHO CAN ASSIST YOU IN CREATING A TRULY GLOBAL INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO  

ADVISOR PROFILE: BRIAN BUTCHART, MANAGING DIRECTOR 

Email:   brian@brenthurstwealth.co.za 
Phone: +27 21 914 9646 | Mobile: + 27 82 3355117 

BRIAN is a co-founder and Managing Director of Brenthurst Wealth and head of financial 
planning in Cape Town. Brian is also responsible for compliance and operations nationally 
across all six offices. 

He has been in the financial services industry since 1998, and has previously worked at 
Citadel and Magnus Heystek International. 

Brian is a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER® professional, a member of the Financial Plan-
ning Institute of South Africa and is fully qualified to give advice on all investment matters. 


